
 

 

Dear Diary,  

This is our 3rd lockdown ( i think ). Instead of going to school, we now do 

home learning over google classroom. Honestly, it makes me really over 

the moon because i can stay relaxed at home while getting my usual 

education and work done (Oh hope so)!!! 

Do you know initially I dreaded our rushed, tiring morning routine as we 

would wake supposedly up at 6:30 (but we would stay in bed for longer) 

and dejectedly, leave the house around 7:30am with glum faces, then we 

would do an hour long drive to school and back which made me feel real 

sick and drained. When we got home, it was sooo late in the evening so we 

would just eat and go bed early. It makes me shudder when I think of these 

tiring routines…. 

Now however, fortunately i can snggle in my cosy bed (my haven) quite 

late even later compared to when I lived right in front of school. And more, 

I can go to sleep later so I have more relaxing time. Also, me and my family 

get more time together. 

Even though I said lockdown makes me happy, it also makes me depressed 

because I can’t see my relatives. Usually in the summer holidays we visit 

our family and go on holiday with them but because of coronavirus we 

couldn’t. Also we couldn’t celebrate Eid (our Islamic holy celebration) 

together and celebrate our cousins birthday. We can’t play with our 

cousins and have fun so me and my siblings are sad, we can only go on 

calls with them.  

I am sooo grateful to all the key workers risking their lives to keep the 

economy going and the NHS risking their lives to save ours. I hope that 

coronavirus will be gone soon and the next generation doesn’t witness 

anything like this. I hope that everyone will stay safe and this pandemic will 

soon disappear.  

Written by Amara - has coronavirus gone yet? 


